ABSTRACT Lentiviral replication mediated by reverse transcriptase is considered to be highly error prone, leading to a high intra-individual evolution rate that promotes evasion of neutralization and persistent infection. Understanding lentiviral intraindividual evolutionary dynamics on a comparative basis can therefore inform research strategies to aid in studies of pathogenesis, vaccine design, and therapeutic intervention. We conducted a systematic review of intra-individual evolution rates for three species groups of lentiviruses-feline immunodeficiency virus (FIV), simian immunodeficiency virus (SIV), and human immunodeficiency virus (HIV). Overall, intra-individual rate estimates differed by virus but not by host, gene, or viral strain. Lentiviral infections in spillover (nonadapted) hosts approximated infections in primary (adapted) hosts. Our review consistently documents that FIV evolution rates within individuals are significantly lower than the rates recorded for HIV and SIV. FIV intra-individual evolution rates were noted to be equivalent to FIV interindividual rates. These findings document inherent differences in the evolution of FIV relative to that of primate lentiviruses, which may signal intrinsic difference of reverse transcriptase between these viral species or different host-viral interactions. Analysis of lentiviral evolutionary selection pressures at the individual versus population level is valuable for understanding transmission dynamics and the emergence of virulent and avirulent strains and provides novel insight for approaches to interrupt lentiviral infections.
A characteristic feature of lentiviruses is a high rate of molecular evolution relative to those of other viruses and parasites (1) . Low fidelity of lentiviral reverse transcriptase (RT) during DNA synthesis leads to the accumulation of mutations, resulting in intra-host viral variants, often termed quasispecies (2) (3) (4) . The accumulation of numerous mutations, especially in antigens targeted by neutralizing antibodies or therapeutic agents, is thought to provide a mechanism for immune escape and enhance the risk of disease progression (5) . The generation and transmission of variant quasispecies further leads to high population-level (between-host) variation in viral sequences, which provides a challenge for vaccine design and the development of therapeutic agents (6) .
A considerable body of research documents evolution rates of human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) and its analogues, simian immunodeficiency virus (SIV) and feline immunodeficiency virus (FIV). Shared similarities in lymphoid tropism, disease chronicity, and immunodeficiency outcomes support the use of SIV and FIV as evolutionary models for HIV/AIDS studies (7) (8) (9) (10) . It is accepted that HIV type 1 (HIV-1) arose in humans following contacts with nonhuman primates and epidemic HIV-1 resulted after human adaptation (11) . HIV evolutionary analyses focus on naturally occurring infections, for obvious reasons, whereas SIV and FIV infections have been subject to naturally occurring (FIV) and experimental (SIV and FIV) evolution rate analyses. SIVs occur naturally in African primates but have been adapted for infection of Asian macaques both incidentally and purposefully (12) . At least 27 of the 35 species of felids evaluated have been identified as seroreactive against FIV antibodies, and the FIVs studied characteristically demonstrate species specificity, though naturally occurring and experimental cross-species transmissions have been documented (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) .
The majority of evolution rate analyses for lentiviruses focus on variation at the population level, rather than the individual level (6) . In studies of population level evolution rates, one quasispecies sequence from an individual is identified for comparison to individual sequences from other individuals. In contrast, within single individuals, evolutionary estimates compare quasispecies sequences identified over serial collections. Studies of intra-individual evolution rates offer important insights into the viral and host-dependent selection pressures on replicating viral quasispecies (6, (17) (18) (19) . Comparative analysis between host species can provide information on host restriction mechanisms that alter lentiviral genomics and pathogenicity during host switching and may reveal important biological differences between strains. Improved understanding of these key factors has the potential to inform strategies for estimating the risk of emerging lentiviral infections, as well as to aid in the assessment of viral pathogenesis and vaccine development (6) .
The aim of this study was thus to describe patterns in intra-individual evolution rates of lentiviruses. We aimed to (i) systematically evaluate the intra-individual evolution rates among FIV, SIV, and HIV from the literature, (ii) compare evolution rates between strains, hosts, and viral genes within each lentiviral species, (iii) compare intra-individual evolution rates in experimental and natural settings, (iv) compare intra-individual evolution rates in spillover (nonadapted) versus primary (adapted) hosts, and (v) evaluate how gene sequence length influences intra-individual evolution rate estimates.
RESULTS
Intra-individual evolution rates are lower in FIV than in SIV and HIV. We found significant differences among virus intra-individual evolution rates: the median values were 0.00129 substitutions/site/year for FIV, 0.0075 substitutions/site/year for HIV, and 0.0054 substitutions/site/year for SIV (F 2, 382 ϭ 21.04, P Ͻ 0.001) (Fig. 1 ). FIV has a significantly lower rate of evolution than HIV and SIV, but we did not detect a significant difference between the rates of evolution of HIV and SIV.
Intra-individual rates did not differ by gene, strain, or host within each of these retroviral species. Evolution rates may vary between lentiviral genes (e.g., env and pol) (20) (21) (22) , and intra-individual evolution rate estimates may also vary based on the length of gene sequenced (21) . We found no difference in the evolution rates among FIV env (0.0012 substitutions/site/year), gag (0.00017 substitutions/site/year), or pol (0.0014 substitutions/site/year) (F 3,92 ϭ 0.709, P ϭ 0.549) ( Fig. 2A) . In contrast, for SIV, there was a trend for env (0.0071 substitutions/site/year) and gag (0.0063 substitutions/site/year) to have higher intra-individual evolution rates than pol (0.0014 substitutions/site/year) (F 2, 68 ϭ 2.998, P ϭ 0.057) (Fig. 2B) . Similar to the findings for FIV, intra-individual evolution rates of HIV by viral gene did not differ between env (0.0070 substitutions/ site/year), nef (0.0007 substitutions/site/year), pol (0.0047 substitutions/site/year), and, in one study that reported rates of env and gag together, envgag (0.0016 substitutions/ site/year) (F 2, 214 ϭ 1.539, P ϭ 0.205) (Fig. 2C) .
There was no difference in intra-individual evolution rates between FIV strains FIVpco (0.0015 substitutions/site/year) and FIVfca (0.0011 substitutions/site/year) (F 1, 94 ϭ 0.065, P ϭ 0.799) (Fig. 2D ). There was also no difference among the intra-individual evolution rates of SIV strains SIVagm (0.0040 substitutions/site/ year), SIVmac (0.0068 substitutions/site/year), SIVmne (0.0056 substitutions/site/ year), and SIVsmm (0.0049 substitutions/site/year) (F 3, 67 ϭ 0.376, P ϭ 0.771) (Fig.  2E) . Furthermore, HIV-1 (0.0071 substitutions/site/year) and HIV-2 (0.0036 substitutions/site/year) did not differ from one another (F 1, 216 ϭ 0.077, P ϭ 0.782) (Fig. 2F ).
At the host species level, there was no difference between the intra-individual evolution rates of FIV in domestic cats (0.0012 substitutions/site/year) and in mountain lions (0.0014 substitutions/site/year) (F 1, 94 ϭ 0.001, P ϭ 0.970) (Fig. 2G) . Similarly, there was no difference among the evolution rates of SIV among African green monkeys (AGM; 0.0180 substitutions/site/year), macaques (0.0050 substitutions/site/year), sooty mangabeys (0.0060 substitutions/site/year), patas monkeys (0.0100 substitutions/site/ year), and, in one study that reported averages of AGM and macaques, AGM/macaques (0.0027 substitutions/site/year), (F 4, 66 ϭ 1.347, P ϭ 0.262) (Fig. 2H) .
Intra-individual evolution rate does not differ in experimental versus natural infection or in primary or spillover hosts. There were no significant differences noted in the intra-individual evolution rates of experimental FIV infections (0.0010 substitutions/site/year) compared to those of naturally acquired FIV infections (0.0013 substitutions/site/year) in domestic cats (F 1, 54 ϭ 0.683, P ϭ 0.412) (Fig. 3C ), nor were differences detected in the intra-individual evolution rates of FIV in primary hosts (0.0013 substitutions/site/year) and spillover host species (0.0026 substitutions/site/ year) (F 1, 94 ϭ 0.056, P ϭ 0.813; Fig. 3A) . The SIV evolution rates in primary hosts (0.0065 substitutions/site/year) were also similar to those in spillover host species (0.0040 substitutions/site/year) (F 1, 69 ϭ 0.089, P ϭ 0.766) (Fig. 3B) .
Gene sequence length influences intra-individual evolution rate estimates for HIV but not for FIV and SIV. There was considerable variation among studies in the virus sequence lengths used to calculate intra-individual evolution rates (Fig. 4) . For FIV env, the length of gene used to calculate intra-individual evolution rates did not predict the consistency of variance of rate estimates (F 7, 64 ϭ 0.541, P ϭ 0.800) (Fig. 4A) . The same was true for gene length and variance in evolution rate estimates for SIV env (F 8, 45 ϭ 0.476, P ϭ 0.867) (Fig. 4B) . However, for HIV, there was heterogeneity in the estimates of evolution rates for env (F 18, 186 ϭ 3.009, P Ͻ 0.001) (Fig. 4C) , as intra-individual evolution rate estimates were less heterogeneous at short and long sequence lengths.
DISCUSSION
Our systematic analysis of lentiviral intra-individual evolution documented several important findings. (i) FIV intra-individual evolution is approximately a log slower than the intra-individual evolution of SIV and HIV; (ii) within each lentiviral type, intraindividual evolution rates did not differ significantly by viral gene, host species, or viral strain; (iii) evolution rates were similar in experimental versus natural infections and in
FIG 2
Few differences are noted in intra-individual evolution rates within a single host. Shown are log 10 intraindividual evolution rates by gene (A, B, C), strain (D, E, F), and host species (G, H) for FIV (A, D, G), SIV (B, E, H), and HIV (C, F). Sample sizes for numbers of independent viral infections analyzed: for FIV, env, n ϭ 72, gag, n ϭ 1, and pol, n ϭ 21; for SIV, env, n ϭ 54, gag, n ϭ 2, and pol, n ϭ 15; and for HIV, env, n ϭ 205, envgag, n ϭ 10, nef, n ϭ 1, and pol, n ϭ 2. Sample sizes for individual infections with each strain: FIVfca, n ϭ 54, FIVpco, n ϭ 42, SIVagm, n ϭ 11, SIVmac, n ϭ 15, SIVmne, n ϭ 1, SIVsmm, n ϭ 44, HIV-1, n ϭ 205, and HIV-2, n ϭ 13. Sample sizes for host species: domestic cats, n ϭ 56, mountain lions, n ϭ 40, African green monkeys (AGM), n ϭ 5, AGMMacaque, n ϭ 1, macaques, n ϭ 57, mangabeys, n ϭ 5, and patas monkeys, n ϭ 3. Boxes represent the interquartile ranges of the data, and bars represent the median values. T bars represent the main bodies of data, and open circles represent outlying data points.
primary versus spillover host infections; and (iv) gene sequence length influenced heterogeneity in evolution rates in HIV but not in FIV and SIV. Evolution rates in this study include estimates using different phylogenetic models with various degrees of strictness with regard to the molecular clock parameters. Additionally, rates were either reported from specific individuals or averages of a cohort, depending on the study, and some sample size analyses were relatively small. All of these are limitations of this analysis. However, our findings representing a large synthesis of data collected over several decades by different laboratories ultimately resulted in remarkably consistent and unanticipated results.
Differences in the ecology and immunology of host species (e.g., cat versus primate versus human) may be important drivers of intra-individual evolution rates (21, 23) . Dual infection or coinfection status may accelerate mutation rates versus those in single infections by altering the immune landscape during infection (18) . Viral replication kinetics and cell tropism also likely play a role in within-host evolution. Previous authors have thus attributed differences in intra-individual evolution rates to virus, host, or virus-host coevolution-dependent factors (Fig. 5) . Our data indicate that viral factors may have the most important influence on intra-individual lentiviral evolution rates, since we noted the most remarkable difference in FIV compared to HIV and SIV. Had we found differences in evolution rates of SIV among primate species or FIV among felid species, we would have considered host effects to be contributory to these differences. If we had noted differences between primary and spillover hosts, we would have considered virus-host coevolution-dependent factors to be relevant to intra-individual evolution rates. Finally, differences between experimental and naturally acquired infections would have indicated a contribution of experimental differences, which could lead back to host or coevolutionary mechanisms.
One potentially important factor contributing to lower evolution rates in FIV is the fidelity of its reverse transcriptase polymerase (24) . The error rates of this enzyme have been shown to vary by retrovirus, with that of HIV being especially error prone (25) . Others have previously noted that FIV reverse transcriptase may have higher fidelity than those of SIV and HIV, resulting in lower mutation rates (21, 26) , which is supported by our analysis.
Viral kinetics and viral loads are similar between these FIV and primate lentiviral infections (12) . There are slight differences in cell receptor use for viral entry, and viruses have similar cell tropisms but may infect different populations of immunocytes disproportionately (12); therefore, it is possible that the immunological microenvironment faced by FIV may be less hostile, requiring less replication for the infection to survive and transmit host-to-host.
Viruses with more recent origins may undergo higher evolution rates, as they are under novel selective pressures as they undergo an evolutionary arms race with the host (23, 27, 28) . HIV and SIV are postulated to have more recent origins than FIV (23, 29) , and it has been postulated that coadaptation of FIV with felids has resulted in FIV reaching an adaptive equilibrium (23, 30) . More recently evolved HIV and SIV viruses may not yet have equilibrated to host immune system and intrinsic restriction factors, resulting in continually altering quasispecies compositions through natural selection (27) . This hypothesis, however, is inconsistent with FIV mutation rates calculated during spillover infections, which would be hypothesized to accelerate following infection of a new host, suggesting other mechanisms are more likely to underlie our observations. Mutation rates have also been found to vary over the much shorter time course of a single infection within an individual host (17) . Analyses of viral quasispecies reveal that genetic diversity is reduced upon primary infection, with its generation of a viral bottleneck, and then increases as the infection proceeds and, finally, decreases late in the disease progression (17, 18) . Some studies have indicated that evolution rates decrease with disease progression (17, 31), while others find higher evolution rates during accelerated disease (32) . Time since infection was not a factor examined in this study, and it is possible that sampling time in relation to time of infection may contribute to our findings.
Host-dependent factors did not appear to affect intra-individual mutation rates. Even the differences between intra-host evolution rates of HIV-1 and HIV-2 were not significant. One mechanism leading to intra-host variation involves the cytosine deaminase APOBEC, a viral restriction factor that deaminates cytosine to uracil in mRNA, resulting in viral hypermutation and degradation of the virus particle (27) . The host immune response includes the formation of neutralizing antibodies that bind to env proteins, preventing viral particle fusion and entry, resulting in adaptive mutation for viral variants that are not effectively neutralized (9) . These antiviral responses would theoretically manifest as differences in evolution between hosts and across genes. Interestingly, we did not detect differences in intra-individual rates across gene segments, although there was a trend for SIV env and gag to have higher rates of evolution than SIV pol, corroborating previous findings (20) (21) (22) . Because env is thought to be the primary target for host immune system evasion, we expected to observe higher rates of evolution than in other parts of the lentiviral genome, as has been reported from between-host evolutionary analyses (21) . We did note that the length of the segment evaluated influences intra-individual rate estimates for HIV, but not for FIV and SIV. It is possible that gene sequence length may affect the precision of evolution rate estimates and that analysis of larger viral genome segments would result in more accurate estimates of substitution rates (21) . We detected less scatter and, thus, a more precise rate estimate for longer gene sequence lengths for HIV (Fig. 4) . Interestingly, shorter gene lengths also resulted in more precise rate estimates for HIV, with most individual heterogeneity noted at the intermediate lengths. One explanation is that many of the env estimates for HIV, which were intermediate in length, encompass the highly variable V3 region, whereas FIV and SIV estimates did not preferentially analyze this region (21) .
The majority of analyses we reviewed were reported following analysis of proviral DNA rather than RNA sequences (Table 1 ). Since proviral DNA represents an integrated template following infection and may not be representative of replication-competent virus, it is possible that intra-individual variation dependent upon host-mediated a The majority of data were derived from proviral DNA rather than from viral RNA. immune pressures may not be accurately depicted in these analyses. Ideally, future analyses should compare the evolution of proviral DNA and circulating RNA virus to assess differences between these two compartments. Because experimental infections are induced with an inoculum that typically has been serially passaged in vitro, we hypothesized that viral evolution rates would be higher following experimental inoculations, since tissue-propagated virus may accumulate mutations that render virus less infectious in the host environment (21) . Our analyses, however, did not detect differences in experimental infections relative to naturally occurring infections.
The majority of manuscripts and data analyzed (70%) did not indicate that their authors had controlled for recombination events, and recombination was considered in fewer instances during FIV analysis than during HIV or SIV analysis (Table 2) . While recombination effects could potentially skew intra-individual evolutionary estimates, depending upon the method of analysis used, several studies suggest that recombination may not have a large effect on evolution rate estimates (33, 34) .
Interestingly, it was observed for FIV that intra-individual rates were not dissimilar to evolution rates that have been reported for populations (i.e., interhost evolution) (20, 21, 35, 36) . Follow-up studies comparing intra-individual and population rates could further our understanding of the interplay between intra-individual and interhost phylodynamics. Additionally, studies comparing synonymous and nonsynonymous evolution rates could aid in understanding how neutral or selective evolutionary processes relate to quasispecies diversity (37) . Finally, data incorporated from the other well-studied lentiviruses, including caprine arthritis-encephalitis virus (CAEV), equine infectious anemia virus (EIAV), bovine immunodeficiency virus (BIV), and visna virus, could enable a more holistic synthesis of the lentiviruses (8) .
To our knowledge, this is the first study that synthesizes intra-individual evolution rates for FIV, SIV, and HIV. We observed that FIV evolves more slowly than HIV and SIV at the intra-individual level. Overall, intra-individual rate estimates may differ by gene sequence length but not by host, gene, or strain, experimental relative to natural setting, or spillover relative to primary host infection. Future analyses of evolutionary selection pressures and individual versus population phylodynamics will be important follow-on studies to advance the knowledge of intra-and interspecific evolutionary events shaping lentiviral pathogenesis.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
In June 2018, we performed a systematic search of the literature documenting intra-individual evolution rates for FIV, SIV, and HIV. Papers were initially identified using the key words "intra-host," "rate," and "FIV," "SIV," or "HIV" in Web of Science. These manuscripts were reviewed to identify previously reported intra-individual evolution rates, as well as type of infection, viral strain and host species, genes and gene lengths analyzed, and other parameters noted in Tables 1 to 5 . Citations in identified manuscripts that reported intra-individual evolution rates were additionally evaluated, permitting comparisons of additional published papers on intra-individual rates. Additional published works were identified using the Google Scholar search engine function "cited by." This process was continued a FIV has a majority of primary host data, while SIV has a majority of spillover host data. iteratively until no further new papers were recovered for FIV and SIV and after 218 HIV intra-host evolutionary estimates were identified (Table 3) . We believe these data sets represent a comprehensive review of the FIV and SIV literature and a sufficiently comprehensive review of the HIV literature for a thorough systematic review and comparison across lentivirus families. Intra-individual rates were identified through the use of serial samples collected from a single individual postinfection and descriptive terminology (e.g., individual or intra-host). Rates were reported as substitutions per site, or percent change, over a defined period of time. All rates were converted to substitutions per site per year. Metadata were collected on the virus strain, gene analyzed, number of nucleotides analyzed, and host species in which the rates were determined (Table 4) . For SIV and FIV, additional metadata were collected on whether primary or spillover hosts were infected. "Primary" host was assigned to rates in which the strain of the virus matched the species. "Spillover" host was assigned to rates where the strain of the virus did not match the species in which it was evaluated (Table 5) . Additionally, FIV data were analyzed to determine whether the infections resulted from natural or experimental infection with the virus. All SIV analyses were conducted following experimental infections, and obviously, all HIV analyses occurred from samples collected from HIV patients. Table 6 supplies a detailed summary of the previously described data collected from each paper for this study.
Intra-individual evolution rates were compared between viruses, host species, viral strains, viral genes, primary relative to spillover host species, and experimental relative to natural settings by analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Tukey's post hoc test, with visual representation via box plots (38) . Gene length was assessed using Levene's test of homogeneity of variances with accompanying scatter plot (38) . All analyses were undertaken using the R statistical software (38) .
